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A Theorem with Respect to the Unique Continuation
for a Parabolic Differential Equation
By Taira SHIROTA

1. Introduction.
In the present paper we study the unique continuation of solutions
u(t, x) defined in the convex domain G of Euclidean w + 1-space Rn+1
satisfying the parabolic equation
(1. 1)

L(u) = 0 ,

(1. 2)

L-

-W, x) = Σ?.,-ι *,.//, * ) ; - f t *>

+ Σ?-ι &ι(f, * ) ^ C > *) + <#, *)«(*, *) >
3#ί

where we assume that the coefficients satisfy the following conditions :
(1. 3) there are two positive numbers oί^ and <x, such that
for any real vector ξ=(ξίy ξ2> ••• ,f J and for any (ί, Λ)

(1. 4)

3efV

3Λ ίf -

ΘX ,

,

χί, *) , eg(t, X) , -^(t, x) , ^-(t, X) , a^(f, x) ,

β|

bi and c are all continuous in G (/, j, k, /=!, 2, ••• , #).
In the case where the solution satisfies some boundary conditions
5)
unique continuation theorems are considered by H. Yamabe, S. Ito and
the author*0 using the unique continuation theorem of elliptic operator
established by N. Aronszajnυ, H. O. Cordes3) and applying the abstract
analyticity of solutions of parabolic equations which is investigated also
by K. Yosida12) in another point of view. On the other hand the uniqueness of the solutions for Cauchy problem of (1. 1) with non characteristic initial surface is established by S. Mizohata6;, modifying the methods
used by A. P. Calderόn2), whose result is recently strengthened by Li derYuan11} using the idea of E. Heinz4) and H. O. Cordes3).
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following
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Theorem. Let £ be a curve : {(ί, #,.(*)) \ t e [>, δ]} zwϊ/z #,.(f ) €
C\[β9 &]). //* w zs continuously differentiable with respect to x{ of second
order and with respect to t of first order on the domain G and if u satisfies the following two conditions: there is a positive number M such that
I L(u)(t, x) 1 2 ^

(1. 5)

for any (t, x} 6 G, #m/ /or
lim

(1.6)

max

* = 0,

M vanishes identically in the horizontal component Gr\ {(ty x)\t€ \_ay δ]}.
The following proof is the completion of my previous one, where I
made errors in calculation, improved by some modifications. It is also
based on the methods used by Heinz and Cordes. The main distinctive
feature from other authors is that I am concerned with a strong
unique continuation while they does only with the uniqueness of solutions of Cauchy problem. Therefore I must consider convex lens-shaped
region and some damping factors in our estimates. Furthermore my
conditions with respect to 0,v(f, x\ (1. 4), is stronger than that used by
Li Der-Yuan in his last lemma, that is, I add the assumption more with
respect to ~

02

/g*y> which seems to be necessary, so far as we do not

employ other methods of consideration.. (See p. 386)
2.

Basic inequalities.

Before stating our results in this section we will describe some
notations. We shall use the following convention :

du
at

du
\ x . = —,
OXi

3u
,
M l σ = _-,
etc.

Furthermore for a domain D of Rn+l denote by C?(D) and C?(D) the
sets of all functions v defined in D such that the derivatives of v of
order m with respect to xi (/ = !, 2, •••,«) and with respect to t are
continuous on D respectively.
We assume here that the parabolic operator (1. 2) is reduced to the
following form :
(2.1)

L(ύ) = a ijU^. \x.-\-biU\x.
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Here the coefficients are functions defined in D= {t \ 16 [ — £, 1 + £]}
x{x\\x\<^R} for some positive R and £ and satisfy the following
conditions :
(i) for a finite number of systems of polar coordinates (ry φσ) covering
the unit sphere of Rn the Laplace-Beltrami operator N is represented in
the form

(2 2)

N—

1

Ά

Mx)ά

Ή

(t x)

where 30! is the usual surface element of the unit sphere,
(ii)

p(t, x] 6 CUD) , q(r) 6 CJ([0, If]) , ftf(ί, *.) .6 L~(D) ,
α,/f, *) e L°°(D) , and ά^.Xί, Λ) 6 C].r(D) ,

(iii) there are positive numbers β and γ (β^>7) such that
β-l(pβ,.r)\r(t,

(2. 3)

(2.4)

*)Wr

-P\r^β

^ 5σ.r(ί, ^) ^7σ Vr ^ 7 I ^7 I * ,

and p, p'1, 4,9-^7

for any (ί, Jt:)eZ) and for any real vector η={η^ η29 ••• ,^7 M -ι}, where β
is sufficiently large.
Furthermore for rϋ<^R let DrQtKo be the domain :

Denote by ^ the class of functions v such that i) v eCl(DroιKo)r\
C}(Dro,Ko) ii) the carrier of vC Dro>KQ\j {(0, 0), (0,1)} and iii) v vanishes
at x = Q as follows: for any tf
(2. 5) lim

{ | u(t, x ) \ , \ u^t, x) \ , I «„,„ .(/, Λ) I , i «,,(/, λ) | } r- Λ - 0 .

max

3

r-+0 \x\=r

ίe[0 f l]

»,y=ι,2, ..., «

Finally let £>(£) be the smooth function such that

= t for ί

= 1 for / e - ,
L5

- I-/

5

for ^Γ— , l], and

I φ(t) |^1 for any

t G [0, 1] .
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We are now in a position to state the basic lemma of this section.
Lemma 1. For sufficiently small r0 and sufficiently large K0, there
are constants ot0 and C such that for any oί^>aQ and v 6$,
JJJ (Lv?r*-2«φ(tJ«p^drdO,dt

(2. 6)

— Ca* Jίί tfr'^vW'P^drdOidt ,

where r09 K0 and C depend only on the absolute value of derivatives of
ά<r,p> °f P and °f Q with respect to (t, r\ (/, x) and r of order 1 respectively, on the absolute value of a{j and on the values of β and 7. (In the
following we denote such a constant also by C, (ι = l, 2, ••• ,8)).
Proof. After substituting z = v<γ~{* into (2.1) the integral on the
left-hand side of (2. 6) becomes, denoting the integral by A,
A ^ JJJ {(LC1>*)2£-1 + (L*<2^-1 + ^^

,

where
Lz™ = (2a + n-l)rz\r p-qr2z\t.
The right hand side of the above inequality is denoted by Σ*-ι-A*>
where the Ak are defined in the obvious manner. We shall now reduce
A2> A, to simpler forms using integration by parts:
= JJJ

-iγ J J J rz\r*

2

3Λ

-l) JJJ r zlrqzltφ dO1drdt
Furthermore
Λ - 2 JJJ Lzw

+2

JJJ

Unique Continuation
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-l} i f f z^-p^dO^

2

+ 2 ίf ί r z]r\r(2a^Γn-l}z}rpφ^dOldrdt

where the A3ιk are also defined in the obvious manner. The terms A3t4t
and Aj, 5 are also calculated by using integration by parts:
A, 4 - -(2α + »-l){2 {((rz\r2pφ**dOldrdt +
JJJ

and
Δ

—

^1-a.κ —

9

^

= 2 f (f r^z<ιrz\Λtqφ^dOldrdt+<o \(\

= -2 ((J r3z^23aqφ]tφ-1φ3adO1drdt-2
+ 6 ί (( r2zίtz]rqφ3adO1drdt+2 j j j r'z^z^g^'dO
= -2 \ J j r3z^23aqφ}tφ-1φ3adO1drdt+2 J j j ^z^z^q
+ 12 JJJ r*z^rq<p*«dO,drdt + ± JJJ r*z\rz\tq\rψ™dO,
therefore
Λ,5 = 6 JJJ r2z^z\rqφ3adO,drdt-^ JJJ a

By combining the previous equalities and inequalities we see that
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(2. 7) A ^ J J J
z2φ*«dO1drdt

Here we remark that since r<^r0/\Kolt /\Kol(l — t\
\rφltφ~l < (/Co 1 vr 0 )&

(2. 8)

in Dro>KQ ,

where ^ depends only on φ(f). Then from (2. 4) and (2. 8) we obtain
the estimate of the first term of the right hand side of (2. 7) : the first
term, which we denote by /, is
/ ^ a?Cλ J j J z2 p-1φ*«d01drdt ,

(2. 9)

for sufficiently large a and KQ and for sufficiently small r0. 'In order
to estimate the last term we remark that
2 JJ Nz z\rpdO,dr = -2 j j z^a,>(T(z^p\σdO,dr

-2
Hence we obtain that the fifth term, which we denote by V is,

JJJ
hence

(2.10)
• m

-aC,
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since \άp,σp}pp](Γ\<C,r9 where we use (2.3), (2.4), (2.8) and take tf, KQ
sufficiently large and r0 sufficiently small.
Thus from (2. 7), (2. 8), (2. 9) and (2. 10) we see that if the coefficient
of the second term of (2. 7), i.e. of the term containing z\r2 is larger than
2

~],

then A^a3

z2p-1φ3»dO1drdt.

But this condition follows also from conditions ii) and (2. 8). (Q.E.D.)
From Lemma 1 we obtain the following basic inequality.
Lemma 2.

Proof.

Under the same assumption of Lemma 1,

From the relation
L(υ2) = 2vL(υ) + 2aijv}x.v\x . ,

p> 7

and the positive definiteness of the matrices ((0ίy)), we have
β = C5 j J Σ?-ι v,x2r-2«-n^p-^

/2

{ \\

-5) J j υ
ι J j z;V-2-w
since

Therefore from ii) and iii) using Lemma 1 repeatedly we see that
B ^ (^j)172 JJ L(υ}2r-2«-n^φ(tΓdxdt

J */ »/

from which we have the desired inequality.
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3. The proof of Theorem.
By certain coordinate transformations of Rn+1 we can reduce the
general operator (1. 2) to (2. 1) with the conditions i), ii) and iii) (in
particular the boundedness of άσ>(>\t}. But in order to obtain such a
coordinate transformation, the existence of the derivatives of a{j of order
3 such as aij\χk\Xί\xm, and aij\χk\Xl\t will be required, if we use the geodesic
differential equation. To avoid this we use the transformations con3)
sidered by Cordes , where the constants r0 , K0 , C in § 2 depend only
on the absolute values of functions of (1. 4) on a certain small domains
and on the numbers a19 a2 in § 1. (See p. 386) Then it is not difficult to
show that our theorem is reduced to the following Lemma 3. For from
Lemma 3 we see that under the condition of Theorem u vanishes identically in a (small) lens-shaped region with axis (£ and such regions
cover the horizontal component mentioned in Theorem.
Lemma 3. Let L be the operator with the conditions i) ii) iii) in § 2
on the domain />={(/, * ) | f e [-6, 1 + 6], !*!<#}• If u(eC2x(D)r\C}(D))
satisfies conditions (1.5) and (1.6) with respect to (£ = [ — £, l + £]x{0},

[
for a sufficiently
Proof.

2
31
—, — ,
c>
o -J

small r0.

Let p(r) and σ(t) be the smooth functions such that p(r) = l

for any re

0, — , =0 f o r r G — , oo

and | p(r) | <J 1 for any rϊ>0, and

such that σ(f) — σ 0(t) I <^ δσ-0(0 for 1 6 [0, 1] and f o r a sufficiently small δ,
where σQ(t) is the function such that
σ0(t} = K»lt
=n
= K*\l-t)

for fe[0, /Γ0r0],
for t e [KQr0 , 1 - K0rJ ,
for te[_l-K0rQ, 1] .

Now let v = u(t,x} p(r σ(tγι\ Then from (1.5) and (1.6) with
(£ = [ — £, l + £] x {0}, we see that v G $. Therefore from Lemma 2 we have
{\υ
r0
2

^

2

n+4

L(v) r- »-

3

φ *dxdt

D

*0, r0

^ Jj

L(uYr-2«-n+4φ3«dxdt+ JJ
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Accordingly from (1. 5) we see that for sufficiently large
(»-4) and #0r0

5

-2oύ-n+4 Λ Λ

2V3-

{[

lU

*dXdt

(

L(υ}2dxdt
DKO, r 0 - AίlΓo, '0/2, Cl/5, 4/5]

1 \ -2Λ-W+4 Λ p

(A)

55

L

DKO, rQ-D2KQ, ro/2, Co, 1/s] LJ [4/5, l]

Then letting α->oo, we see that u=Q for (/, ΛΓ)

|^|<r 0 , t€\— , — 1.
L O

i) J

Here we remark that the number 5 in the definition φ(t\ Lemma 1, 2
and 3 is chosen only for the convenience of descriptions, but r0 depends
on this number, therefore we obtain that u=Q for a small lens-shaped
region surrounding the curve (£. (Q.E.D.).
REMARK. If one is interested only in proving the uniqueness of
solutions for Cauchy problem of (1. 1) with non characteristic initial
surface S, we have only to replace first S by a strictly convex surface^
by the use of a smooth transformation with the ^-coordinate fixed and
then to apply the fact that the integral inequality of Lemma 2 with the
integral domain D= {(t, x)\ |ί|^l, \x ^r0} and with φ(t) = l is valid for
any v with the condition (1. 6), vanishing on the boundary of D. I have
learned this method of consideration from Prof. M. Nagumo early in my
investigation.
(Received September 16, 1960)
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Added in proof. We see in proof that in our theorem the conditions
with respect to a f j \ X i \ t in (1.4) can be removed. In fact, let 0fV(ί, 0)
= δ, y, then without using the coordinate transformation of the unit
sphere, applying only the transformation with respect to the distance
from the origin, we obtain by the same method used above the inequality
(2. 6) and therefore the inequality in Lemma 2. To prove (2. 6) we first
w
replace L z and L^z as follows: setting

and then calculate as above replacing (rz\r) in L^z(A2) by (rz\r-\-bσz\σ)
and considering the following conditions: for a fixed polar coordinate
system
I#J>

bσlp\^jr,

bσlr\, | b σ U | < 7

in

Dro>Ko.

Finally we remark that for calculations it is convenient to consider the
transformation r = e~s(s-*oo\

